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ABSTRACT 
One-sided variables acceptance sampling plans such as the one presented in Schilling 
(1982) assume that a quality characteristic of interest, X, has a normal distribution and 
that measurements are exact. However, when measurements contzun error and standard 
plans are used, the probability of accepting a lot for a fixed population proportion non­
conforming varies widely depending on the population and measurement error parzmieter 
values. In this dissertation we consider methods for variables acceptance sampling in 
the presence of measurement error and evaluate their performance under lower bound 
constraints on the population variance. 
In the late 1950's, David, Fay and Walsh (1959) suggested a one-sided variables ac­
ceptance sampling method (David) for problems where the measurement error variance 
is known. A competitor to this plan (MLE) is one based on plugging maximum likelihood 
estimates for the parameters of the population into the normal cumulative distribution 
function and determining lot disposal based on the estimated proportion nonconforming. 
With great improvements in the speed of computers, other more computationally inten­
sive plans can be compared with the earlier methods. This dissertation develops two 
other variables acceptance sampling plans (LRTl and LRT2) where the accept/reject 
decision is bcised on the value of a likelihood ratio statistic. 
For a fixed sample size, each of the four plans is developed to guarantee a maximum 
producer's risk no larger than a pre-specified upper bound under the restriction that 
the ratio of population to measurement error variance is bounded below. The best plan 
gives the smallest maximum consumer's risk. 
xi 
The major findiDgs are that the LRT2 method generally yields smaller maximum 
consumer risks than the other three methods. (In some special Ccises, the David method 
yields smadler values.) This result is true across a variety of different combinations of 
plan parameters. 
Additionally, variations on the David and MLE methods are developed and com­
pared for the situation where the measurement error variance is unknown, but can be 
estimated. Plans are developed for two different approaches to estimating the error vari­
ance. It is not clear which method is more useful because neither method out-performs 
the other in all situations. 
1 
1 INTRODUCTION 
When purchzising or selling a lot of product, it is sometimes desireable to inspect the 
lot to determine the quality of the product with respect to some engineering specifica­
tions. The process of sampling from the lot and assessing the quality of the sample to 
reach an accept/reject decision is called acceptance sampling. 
There are two major types of acceptance sampling methods, '^attributes'' acceptance 
sampling and '^'ariables" acceptance sampling. Attributes sampling is characterized by 
specifying a unit as nonconforming bcised on the existence (or lack of existence) of a 
particular attribute. Variables acceptance sampling, on the other hand, is applied when 
the queility of a unit can be defined in terms of a measxired quantity. Generally, this 
means a unit is nonconforming if the measured quantity, call it A', is below a lower 
specification limit, and/or above an upper specification limit, U. When only U or 
L is used, the situation is referred to as a "one-sided" variables acceptance sampling 
problem; while when both U and L are used, it is a "two-sided" problem. In cases where 
variables acceptance sampling is appropriate, it reduces the required sample size quite 
significantly in comparison to that required by attributes sampling with comparable 
statistical properties. This paper will focus on the one-sided case with lower specification 
limit, L. (No generality is lost in considering the lower specification case. If A' has only 
an upper specification, —X htis only a lower one.) 
1.1 lYaditional one-sided variables acceptance sampling 
The standard one-sided variables acceptance sampling plan, which will be referred to 
as the "traditional plan,'' is based on the assmnption that observations in the population 
are distributed normally with mean, fx, and variance, er^ (Schilling (1982)). Thus, for a 
given lower specification, L, the population proportion that is nonconforming is 
p = P T  ( X  < L), 
(#*.»•) 
where the (/x, a) subscript shows that p is dependent upon the parameters of the dis­
tribution of X. The accepttince sampling plan proceeds by tiiking a random sample of 
size n from the lot and computing X and 5, the sample mean and standard deviation. 
The lot is then accepted if 
^ > k  
s 
for an appropriately chosen value of k. The probability of accepting the lot is 
There are many possible choices of (^, <t) pairs that yield p = p" and it thus needs to 
be shown that all {fi, (t) pairs producing a given p also produce the same Pa. Then k is 
chosen to guarantee that for p = p°. is a specified value. 
It can easily be shown that any {fj.. a) pair that satisfies 
— L ZPO<T, 
where Zpo is the (1 — p°) quantile of the iV(0,1) distribution, will give p = p°. Since 
A' ~ it follows that the quantity ^ noncentrai t distribution with 
noncentraJity parameter Note that when fi = L + Zpoa, 
which is free of fi and a. Hence. Pa is the same for all iii.cr) such that p = p". 
3 
1.2 Operating characteristic (OC) curves 
A common way of displaying the properties of a given acceptance sampling plan is 
through an Operating Characteristic (OC) curve. An OC curve for the plan is a plot 
of the probability of accepting a lot at each possible value of p in the interval [0.1]. 
This curve is often used as a basis for comparing different plans. An OC curve for the 
traditional acceptance sampling plan with n = 30 tind k chosen to ensure Pa = 0-9 for 
p° = .05 is shown in Figure 1.1. For extimple, when the proportion nonconforming in 
the population is 0.1, the probability of accepting the lot will be approximately 0.43. 
o 
o 
o 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
P 
Figure 1.1 OC curve for a traditional plan with n = 30 and Pa = 0.9 when 
p° = .05. 
4 
1.3 Producer and consumer risks 
Desirable OC curves have a large when p is small, small Pa when p is Icirge, and a 
quick decline in Pa as p passes from small to large. Often the OC curve is viewed as the 
basis of an adversarial relationship between a producer and a consumer. The producer is 
concerned with making siure that the plan accepts good lots, while the consimier desires 
the rejection of bad lots. In this sense, we can think of the OC curve as displaying 
the relationship between the producer's risk, a, and the consumer's risk. 3 (Schilling 
(1982)). In Figure 1.1 for a sample size of n = 30, the traditional plan gives Pa = 0.9 
when p = .05. Thus, the producer's risk is a = 1 — P<j = 0.1 when the proportion 
nonconforming in the population is p = .05. When p = 0.2, the consumer's risk is 
(3 = Pa = .03. 
With a fixed sample size eind a fixed Pa for p = p°. the traditional plaji is completely 
specified (i.e., only one value of k will satisfy these constraints.) Alternatively, one could 
specify the producer's risk for some p = pi and the consumer's risk for some p = P2 and 
then find n and k to satisfy these constraints. Jacobson's nomograph on page 239 of 
Schilling (1982) is a graphical tool for finding a traditional plan for either of these sets 
of design objectives. 
1.4 Observations with measurement error 
A characteristic of the traditional treatment of variables acceptance scunpling is that 
all {fi, a) pairs yielding a particular proportion nonconforming, p, are considered equiva­
lent. In other words, no attention in is paid to whether the {fi, a) pair yielding p has large 
fj. and small a, or vice-versa. In practice, this view may not be sensible. A second and 
even more serious matter, however, is that when dealing with real data, meeisurements 
on a unit are subject to error. Rarely is the claim made that a measurement process 
contains no variability: and even if this claim is made, it is highly suspect. However, the 
5 
traditional variables acceptance sampling plan assumes X ~ iV(/z. a^) tmd p is defined in 
terms of n and <r. That is, the distribution of X represents only item to item vtiriation. 
In other words, the implicit asstmiption is that all measurements are exact. This is the 
basis of the result that Pa is the same for all (/i,<r) pairs yielding a fixed proportion 
nonconforming, p. The question naturally arises: What happens to the properties of 
this plan when observations contain measurement error (as they usually do)? 
Suppose that instead of observing X ~ we observe 
Y ^ X  +  e  
with 
£~ Ar(0,7^), 
and e and X are independent. Hence, Y contains two paxts: the true value. A', and 
measurement error, e. Another way of representing Y is then to say 
where 
<tm =^<T2 + 72. (1.2) 
The traditional plan accepts the lot if 
s 
The question is what happens to the OC curve of this type of plan, such as the one in 
Figure 1.1, in this situation. 
Owen and Chou (1983) note that when measurement error is present, the noncen-
trality parameter of the t distribution of y/n is no longer y/nZpo, but becomes 
6 
which is dependent on <r and 7. Hence, the probability of accepting a lot for a fixed value 
of p will be different for different combinations of <t and 7. If we use the traditional plan 
formulated earlier with n = 30 and k chosen so that Pa = 0.9 when p = .05. Figure 1.2 
displays the different actual P^s that can occur for different values of <r when p = .05 
and 7 = 1. Notice that Pa can range from essentially 0 when cr is near 0 to nearly 
Probability = 0.9 
oo 
O • 
® o 
CM 
0 2 6 4 8 10 
* Sigma 
Figure 1.2 Different Pa values for different choices of a when the traditional 
plan observations contain measurement error. Created for the 
case where n = 30 and Pa = 0.9 when p = .05. 
0.9 cis <T —>• 00. When <t is neax 0, the majority of the vaxiation in V is due to the 
measurement process. This possibility is radically different than the assumption of no 
measurement error on which the traditional plan is based. The probability of acceptance 
is greatly affected. 
The OC curve represented in Figure 1.1 is altered in this mecisurement error situation 
t 
by the fact that at a given choice of p, can take on a range of different values. The 
result is that the OC curve becomes an OC band. Figure 1.3 shows the OC band for the 
traditional plan that was used to create Figure 1.1. The upper (dashed) line gives the 
maximum Pa and the lower line shows the minimum Pa for each choice of p. Figure 1.4 
details the behavior of the band in the region of p = 0.5. This OC band shows that the 
traditional plan is not very useful when the possibility of measurement error is allowed. 
Notice that for small p, the probability of accepting a lot can be virtually anywhere in 
the interval [0,1]. 
Chapters 2 to 4 of this dissertation develop and compare several different one-sided 
variables acceptance sampling methods for cases where observations are subject to mea­
surement error and the error variance, 7, is known. Chapter 2 in particular describes a 
new method based on a likelihood ratio test. Chapter 5 compares two methods developed 
for cases where 7 is unknown. 
8 
Maximum Pa Minimum Pa 
Figure 1.3 OC band for a traditional plan for n = 30 and Pa = 0.9 when 
p = .05 in the presence of measurement error. 
Figure 1.4 A closer ex«imination of the OC band in Figure 1.3 in the region 
where p = 0.5. 
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2 LIKELIHOOD RATIO TEST METHODS WHEN 7 IS 
KNOWN 
An alternative to the traditional variables acceptance sampling plan discussed in 
Chapter 1 is one based on a likelihood ratio test. This type of plan was first described in 
Lei (1995) for two-sided variables acceptance sampling and was shown to have properties 
superior to those of other plans, especially for moderate to large sample sizes. This 
likelihood ratio test (LRT) plan idea can be applied in the context of measurements 
that conteiin error. 
2.1 Hypothesis regions 
The idea behind an LRT variables acceptance sampling plan is to derive a likelihood 
ratio test of the hypotheses: 
H q  : p  < p '  vs. H i  : p  >  p ' ,  
for some p' € (0,1), where p is once again the population proportion of units that are 
nonconforming. The null hypothesis region (call it no(p')) is made up of those (/x,<t) 
pairs that satisfy 
P T L X  < L ) <  P ' .  {M.0-) 
10 
It is easily shown that with anf defined in Equation 1.2 and 
Lm = ^  
the nnll hypothesis region can be thought of as the set of pairs that satisfy 
Pr (Y < Lm)< p'. 
Notice that since <t  > 0, it follows that (Tm > 7 in Equation 1.2. The full parameter 
space (call it Cl) is then the half plane described by (/z, <tm) pairs with —oo < fx < oo and 
where 7 is known. Finding the boundary of ^o{p') in (/i,<TAf)-space is simply a 
matter of finding (^, vm) pairs that give p = p'. This is the set of pairs that satisfy 
H = L + 
where Zp/ is the \ — p' quantile of the standard normal distribution. Without loss of 
generality, we will henceforth assume that L = —I and 7 = 1. An example of a null 
hypothesis region, ^o{p'), when p' = .05 can be seen in Figure 2.1. Null hypothesis 
regions for other choices of p' turn out to have similar shapes. 
2.2 The LRT statistic and acceptance sampling procedure 
For n independent and identically distributed observations from a normal distribu­
tion, VI, V21 - - - V'n, a likelihood ratio test is based on the likelihood ratio statistic, 
\ I ^ f S) 
p' — FT 1 -Cr o\ • 
(Note: y and S are the sample mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the ob­
served data including measurement error, and L{fi,(TM | V', 5) is the usual normal like­
lihood. ) The acceptance sampling procedure is then of the form 
Reject the lot if Xp' > k 
11 
U) 
csi 
p'>.05 (Alternative Hypothesis Region) p'=.05 (Boundary) 
CM 
S in p'<.05 (Null Hypothesis Region) 
o 
-2 -1 0 2 3 1 4 
mu 
Figure 2.1 Null h3'pothesis region in space for p' = .05, no(.05). 
for an appropriate vedue of k. 
2.3 Choosing good LRT plans. 
.An overview of what is needed in order to find a good LRT plan is as follows. The 
value of k needs to be selected so that when p = p°, Pa is a specified value. However, as 
with the traditional plan in the presence of measurement error, different pairs 
giving p = p° can have different Pa's. Hence, the criterion we will use to select k is to 
find the value so that 
min Pa = 1 — ol. 
12 
where the minimum is taken over all pairs giving p = p" and Q is a desired 
producer's risk. Furthermore, we will try to "optimize" this test by letting the value of 
p' vary and finding the choice that yields the smallest maximimi Pa at some choice of 
p = p^. Generally, > p" and we are thus minimizing the maximimi consimier's risk 
2.4 Issues in the computation of the LRT statistic 
The maximizations in the nimierator and denominator of Xpf in Equation 2.1 are done 
over  the  whole  {f i , (T\r )  parameter  space  ( f i )  and the  res t r ic ted  parameter  space  {Clo{p ' ) ) ,  
respectively. We will call the maximizer of the nimierator, and the maximizer 
of the denominator, and note that we must have > 7 and axr > 7. 
I is maximixed on 3?^ x (0,oo) at 
parameter space), we must discuss how the maximum over Q is found in such a case. 
Following the same logic that was used in Lei (1995), the maximization of 
when p=p^. 
and since there is the possibility (which results in outside the 
L(/ / ,  au  I Y ,  S)  
is equivalent to the majcimization of 
lnL{fi,(TM I F,5) 
and after taking partial derivatives, we have 
dlnL 
o-A/ 
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and 
dhiL _ E (y» - __ " 
<''A/ 
Consider Figiire 2.2. These partial derivatives show that starting at any point (/z.(Ta/) 
in n, the likelihood can be increased by either moving horizontally toward Y or verti­
cally in the direction ofy (Note that when /z = V, this corresponds to moving 
vertically in the direction Figure 2.2 shows the implications of these facts 
when-,J^^S < 7- Let C denote and note that it is not in Q. Starting at any 
€ n such as point A, the likelihood will increase by moving in the direction of 
Y to point B and then vertically in the direction of^^^5 towards point C. Thus, max­
imization occurs at the point on the boundaxy of fl depicted in Figure 2.2. Practically, 
what this means is that for (Y,yJ^^S) vrithy^^^S < 7, the point of maximization of 
I Y,S) is found at 
H = ^ Y  a n d  ctm = 7. 
So in terms of finding the numerator in Equation 2.1, the likelihood is evaluated at 
(A, ^m) = (Y, max (y^5,7) ). 
When 6 fioCp'), then and Xp> = 1, since the numerator 
and denominator of Xpr are equal. In the case where ^ evaluating the 
denominator of Ap/ is greatly simplified by noticing that (/i, o-m) must be on the boundary 
of no(p')-
Recall that Figure 2.1 is indicative of the shape of any null hypothesis region, fto(p')-
Note that if Y < —1, then starting from zmy point in the interior of QO{P'), the likelihood 
will increase by moving horizontally to the boundaxy (toward V",) as was explained 
earlier. Hence, in this case {jl.axf) is on the boundary. 
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Figure 2.2 Finding the majcimum in the parameter space when^y^^^ < 
When V' > —1, but (/i,(Tjv/) ^ Qo{p'), will once again lie on the boundary. 
This is illustrated in Figure 2.3. Let U = and let R = [Y,<Tft) be the point on 
the boundary of Qo{p') with fj. = Y. Then from any {H j C T m ) point .4 in the interior of 
^o(p') with (Tm > (Tr, the likelihood can be increzised by moving in the direction of Y to 
point -4' on the boundary. Likewise, from any point B with (Tm < (Tr in the interior of 
f^o(p'), the likelihood can be increased first by moving horizontally to point B' (in the 
direction of Y,) and then vertically to the point R on the boundciry in the direction of 
(Ta/. In either case, there is a point on the boundary with a likelihood greater than that 
at the starting point. 
Knowing that lies on the boundary of Qo{p') is helpful in that it reduces the 
search for the location of the maximizerof the denominator of Ap' from a two-dimensional 
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Figure 2.3 Arguing that restricted maximizers of the likelihood must be on 
the boundary of ilo{p'). 
search to a one-dimensional search. One can think of searching for (/i, o'.v/) in terms of 
finding the pair that maximizes the ioglikelihood function subject to the constreiint that 
with CTjvf > 7. Since fi and are functionally related, the Ioglikelihood on the boundary 
of no(p') Ctin be written as a function of a-\r only. Extensive numerical investigation has 
revealed that there are three possible forms of the relationship between the Ioglikelihood 
function and O-M on the boundary. These are depicted in Figure 2.4. For each row of this 
figure, the left hand plot shows a contour plot of a Ioglikelihood function (for a given 
with the boundary of Qo(p') overlayed in bold. The right hand plot shows the 
values of the Ioglikelihood function along the boundary of Q.o{p'). Recognizing each 
16 
Figure 2.4 Plots depicting the different forms of the loglikelihood function 
on the boundciry of Qo(p') as a function of CTM-
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of these possible cases is important in selecting an appropriate maximization algorithm. 
The choice of a starting value is especially important in situations where the relationship 
is as in the second row of plots in Figure 2.4. 
2.5 Acceptance region 
Recall that the form of the likelihood ratio test is to reject the lot when Xp> > k for 
some choice of k. Hence, for fixed value of k, the points at which 
\ _ I '^) ; P' ~ FT •  ^ = K 
maxv(^,<rAf)eno(p') Hf^-, o'a/ I ' , 
must be found to separate the acceptance and rejection regions. There are two spaces 
in which the acceptance region can be displayed: one is (V", 5)-space and the other is 
(/i,o-,vf)-space. Figure 2.5 shows an acceptance region drawn for p' = .05 and A: = 5 in 
axr)-spa.ce. Note that the acceptance boimdary represents those {ji.d-xr) pairs that 
give Ap/ = k. The corresponding representation of the acceptance region in (V', 5)-space 
is shown in Figure 2.6. 
The advantage of drawing the acceptance region in (/i.<TA/)-space is that f lo{p' )  can 
be drawn on the same plot in (^, cta/)-space. However, (V', 5)-space is more conveient 
when it becomes necessary to integrate over the acceptance region to find acceptance 
probabilities, since the joint distribution of (K, 5) is easily found. Note that the main 
difference between the two depictions of the acceptance region is that in (/i,o-Af)-space, 
^\r > Ti while in (V', 5)-space, 5 > 0. This, once again, is due to the fact that if 
\J^—S < 7, then ctm = 7- Hence, 5 6 [0, cx>), but &\r E [7,00). 
Notice also that the boundaries of the acceptance regions in both Figure 2.5 and 
Figure 2.6 appear to become linesur as a-\f or S gets large. This property is discussed 
somewhat more extensively in Appendix A. 
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Figure 2.5 A typical LRT acceptance region in { f i .  a \ r )  space. Shown is the 
case where n = 30, p' = .05 and k = 5. 
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Figure 2.6 A typical LRT acceptance region in (V . 5) space. Shown is the 
case where n = 30. p' = .05 and k = 5. 
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2.6 Computing acceptance probabilities 
Once n, k and p' are chosen, the acceptance region for the likelihood ratio method 
is fixed. To find the probability of acceptance. Pa, for a particular (^. <t) pair, we need 
to integrate over the acceptance region. 
It is well known that for a random sample from a normal population, Y and 5 are 
independent, and that 
Y 
and 
(" - i).y J 
2 ~ X (n-l)-
Hence, using numerical integration algorithms, it is relatively simple to compute as an 
integral over an appropriate region in -space. In fact, the two dimensional 
integration in -space can be reduce to a one-dimensional integration by 
noting that 
/  /  g{y{s ) )h ( s )dyds  =  f  ^ / i (5 )</s  
Jo  Jy (3 )  Jo  \  axr  . J 
where g  is the probability density fimction of the normal distribution with mean, f i ,  
2 
and variance, h is the probability density function of a Chi square distribution 
with (n — 1) degrees of freedom, y{s) is the value of y on the acceptance boundary in 
Figure 2.6 for a fixed value of s, and $ is the iV(0,1) cumulative distribution function. 
2.7 Finding k  to guarantee minPa = 1 — a for p  =p°  
For a fixed Veilue of p', an appropriate value of k can be found via numerical search 
to give min Pa = I — oc when p = p°. As stated earlier, we want to choose the value 
of p' so that the maximum Pa for p = p^ is minimized. When this is accomplished, an 
"optimar LRT plan will have been found. 
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2.8 Problems with the OC band for the LRT method 
It turns out that the same problems that occured with the OC band in the traditional 
plan in Figure 1.3 also afflict the LRT method. Namely, due to the fact that cases where 
<7 « 7 are allowed. Pa can vary widely for different pairs that give p = p°. 
This is illustrated in Figure 2.7 which displays plots of Pa vs. <TM for a LRT plan with 
n = 30, p' = .05, and k = o for (/x,<TAf) pairs giving p = .05 and p = 0.5, respectively. 
The resulting OC band for this situation is shown in Figure 2.8. 
The OC bands for situations such as these are not very useful in the practical sense. 
For instance. Figure 2.8 shows that when p = .5, the probability of accepting a lot could 
be nearly anywhere between 0.93 and 0. The reason for this potentially large probability 
of accepting a decidedly bad lot is the fact that the possibility that cr << 7 is allowed. 
In such situations, most all variation observed is due to measurement and very little is 
due to item to item variation. The result is that the population variation, and thus p. 
have little to do with whether a lot is accepted or rejected. 
2.9 Remedy for distastefid OC bands 
The problems with the OC bands discussed in the previous section have their origin 
in cases where <r is small relative to 7. It is this possibility that leads to the unreasonably 
thick OC bands such as those in Figures 1.3 and 2.8. Owen and Chou (1983) show how 
small p has to be to maintain a fixed Pa for different values of the ratio, David, 
Fay and Walsh (1959) assume that ^ has a known positive lower bound, call it B. In 
this way, they limit the problems that occur when <r is small relative to 7. It is this 
restriction that we will use in the remainder of this paper. Placing a lower bound on 
^ also has intuitive appeal. One can not hope to gain useful information about a lot if 
most of the variation observed in measurements is due to measurement error. 
Restricting attention to cases where ^ > 1. for instance, changes the OC band of 
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Figure 2.7 Plots of vs.(T\f for an LRT plan with n = 30. p' = .05. and 
A: = 5 for pairs giving p = .05 and p = 0.5, respectively. 
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Figure 2.8 OC band for an LRT plan with n = 30, p' = .05. and k = 5. 
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Maximum Pa 
Figure 2.9 OC band for an LRT plan with n = 30, p' = .05. and fc = 5 and 
Figure 2.8 to the band in Figure 2.9. This OC beind Is much more reasonable and we 
cein proceed to optimize the LRT plan cis ouotlined in Sections 2.3 and 2.7. 
2.10 LRTl and LRT2 methods 
The restriction that ^ > B suggests a variation of the LRT method discussed thus 
far. That is, one might require ^ > B in the specification of both Qip') and and then 
the computation of Xpr. In other words, when computing the numerator and denominator 
of Ap/ in Equation 2.1, one might require 
<tai > iVl + 52 and a^r > jy/T+W (2.2) 
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instead of only > 7 and axf > 7. We will call a method that uses restriction 2.2 an 
"LRTl method" tind one that reqiures only a\f > 7 and ffM > 7 an ''LRT2 method.'' 
The LRTl and LRT2 methods produce acceptance regions with different shapes. For 
both LRTl and LRT2 methods (and their competitors introduced in Chapter 3.) evalu­
ation of acceptance probabilities will be confined to {fi,cr) pairs where cm > 7V'l + 
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3 OTHER VARIABLES ACCEPTANCE SAMPLING 
METHODS THAT ACCOUNT FOR MEASUREMENT 
ERROR WHEN 7 IS KNOWN 
Two other methods of producing variables acceptance sampling plans will be com­
pared with the LRTl and LRT2 plans developed in Chapter 2. The first was introduced 
in David, Fay and Walsh (1959) and will be referred to as the ''David method." The 
other is a simple method based on estimating p using maximum likelihood estimators of 
and <7 and will be called the "MLE method." We continue to assume that we observe 
y--iv(/z, <72 + 72) 
with known 7, and that one-sided variables acceptance sampling with a lower specifi­
cation limit, Z, is of interest. Problems of the sort discussed in Chapters 1 and 2 aJso 
afflict these methods. Hence, we restrict ^ B in the computation of P^s for these 
plans as well. 
3.1 David method 
The traditional plan discussed earlier can be altered to recognize the presence of 
measurement error. Recall that the traditional plan accepts a lot if 
where k is chosen to guarantee Pa. = I — a when p = p°. Recognizing the possibility 
of mejisurement error, we could instead select k to give min Pa = I — a when p = p" 
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under the restriction that ^ > B. The David method is based on a generalization of 
this acceptance criteria and accepts a lot if 
The values of u  and k  are chosen to guarantee that min Pa = \ — a  (minimizing over edl 
{H^CTM) giving p = p") and that for some choice of p = the maximum Pa (over all 
(fi,crM) giving p = p^) is minimized. David, Fay and Walsh (1959) developed analytical 
expressions for such optimal u and k valid under certain restrictions. When implement­
ing the David method in this dissertation, the selection of u and k used a numerical 
optimization algorithm valid even when the original anzdytical expressions are not. 
David, Fay and Walsh (1959) also discuss taking m measurements on each unit and 
averaging as a means of reducing the measurement variation. .A.ppendix B discusses 
how manipulating the lower bound, B, of section 2.9 can be made equivalent to taking 
multiple measurements on each unit. Because of this equivalency, the LRTl and LRT2 
methods caji be compared directly with the David method in this situation if desired. 
3.2 MLE method 
This method computes the maximmn likelihood estimators of fx and a which are 
A = V' 
aud 
= y/„ax (o, (^) - 7^) 
and then finds 
p = Pr (X < L) .  
.A. lot of product is accepted if 
P < Pc, 
where pc is chosen to guarantee that min Pa = 1 — a (over all ( f i . c r \ r )  giving p  =  p°) .  
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3.3 Acceptance region comparison 
Since the four methods (LRTl, LRT2, David and MLE) ail have acceptance criteria 
based solely upon Y and S, we can illustrate the differences in the acceptance criteria 
graphically by locating their acceptance regions in (V", 5)-space. An example of this is 
displayed in Figure 3.1. Notice that the major differences in the shapes of the regions 
occur for small values of 5. These differences in the fundamental shapes, of course, lead 
to the differences in OC properties. 
LRU 
David 
n • 
Reject Lot 
CO 
CM • 
Accept Lot 
-2 0 2 4 
Ybar 
Figure 3.1 Acceptance regions in (V, 5)-space for the four methods when 
n = 30, p° = .025, = .05, a = .01 and B = \. 
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4 RESULTS AND COMPARISONS WHEN 7 IS KNOWN 
The results of a comparison of the four variables sampling methods will be presented 
in this chapter- In order to compare them fairly, aU four methods were used to develop 
acceptcince sampling plans for a Vciriety of combinations of sample size [n). maximum 
producer's risk (Q) when p = p°, lower bound on the ratio ^ (B), and relationship be­
tween p° and p^ (the value at which minimum maximum Pa is desired.) More specifically, 
a plan of each of the four types was developed for the 32 factorial combinations of: 
1. n = 5, 10, 30, 100 
2. a = .01, .10 
3. 5 = I, 5 
for a variety of choices of p°. 
Due to large differences in computing times, many more values of p" were analyzed 
for the David and MLE methods than for the LRTl and LRT2 methods. For those 
values of p° that were examined, the maximum probability of acceptance at was then 
found and plotted versus p°. This is illustrated in Figures 4.9 to 4.40 at the end of this 
chapter. 
As stated briefly at the end of Chapter 3, the differences in PaS among the four 
methods are due to the fundamentally different shapes of the acceptance regions in 
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(K, 5)-space. The David method always forms the line 
Y = {L —1/7) + ks 
as its acceptance region boundary. The LRTl method uses the constraint ^ > B in the 
computation of Ap», which makes its fundamental acceptance boundary shape dependent 
on B. The LRT2 and MLE methods have very similar shapes except that the MLE 
method h£is only one possible acceptance region boundary for each choice of p° (given 
n. a. and B) that gives minPa = 1 — a. One can think of the process of ''optimizing" 
a test (minimizing the maximum Pa at p^) as a search for the "optimal" shape of the 
accepteince region within the confines of the fundamental shape of the particular method. 
This optimal shape must 
L give min Pa = 1 — Q, and 
2. give small Pa's for all pairs giving p = subject to the constraint ^ > B. 
To get a feeling for the variety of shapes of acceptance regions each method has 
to choose from when minimizing the maximum Pa at Figures 4.1 through 4.4 were 
created. A plot was made for each of the four methods illustrating three of the many 
possible acceptance regions giving min Pa = .90 for pf = .05 with n = 30 and B = 1 
(except for the MLE method which only has one accepttince region). 
There are interesting aspects of the performance of the four methods that are most 
easily understood with the fimdamental acceptance region shapes in mind. When ^ > o. 
the behavior of the acceptance region at larger values of S is important, since only large 
values of <r are considered in computing Pa's. Figures 4.5 to 4.8 compare the shapes of 
the acceptance regions for the four combinations of B = 1,5 and ^ = 2,4 with n = 30 
and min Pa = -90 when p" = .05. Upon examination of Figures 4.6 and 4.7 where B = 5. 
one can see that the LRTl acceptance region is dramatically different from the others. 
This is due to the fact that in the LRTl method the constraint that - > 5 is used in 
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Figure 4.1 Three different acceptance regions in (V*, S) space for the LRTl 
method, all of which yield a meiximum a = .10 when p" = .05 
for n = 30 and 5 = 1. 
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Figure 4.2 Three different acceptamce regions in (V'. 5) space for the LRT2 
method, all of which yield a majcimum q = .10 when p° = .05 
for n = -30 and B = 1. 
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Figure 4.3 Three different acceptance regions in (V', 5) space for the David 
method, all of which yield a maximimi Q = .10 when p° = .05 
f o r  n  =  3 0  a n d  8 = 1 .  
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Figure 4.4 The one acceptance region in (K. 5) space for the MLE method 
which yields a maximum a = .10 when p° = .05 for n = 30 and 
B = l .  
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the computation of Ap/. Hence, in trying to find the ''optimal" shape of an acceptance 
region (to minimize the mziximum Pa at p^), the other three methods converge on a 
single shape for large S, while the LRTl method can not achieve this shape. 
In a diflferent situation when 5 = 1 and ^ = 4, the LRT2 method does not perform 
well for "mid-range" values of p®. The reason for this can once again be explained by 
examining the shapes of the acceptance regions. In this situation, is significcintly 
larger in magnitude th«in jf and also (because ^ > 1) the behavior of the acceptance 
region boundary for both small and large values of S is important. The LRT2 method 
has trouble "optimizing" its shape for both small 2uid large tr (in the (fi.a-) pairs giving 
p = p^). When p° is small <md/or p^ is not large in magnitude, this is not a problem 
(such as when B = I and ^ = 2). But as p° increases and p^ gets much larger (as 
when p^ = ^p"), eventually the LRT2 method's acceptance boundary shape is not as 
suitable as those of the David and LRTl method. In Figure 4.6. note how different the 
acceptance regions are for the LRTl and David methods, while the LRT2 and MLE 
methods are virtually identical. 
It is evident that none of the methods evaluated in this paper is superior in all 
situations. Due to the differences in the fundamental shapes of the the acceptance 
regions in (V", 5)-space, different methods excel in different situations. It appears from 
this analysis that the LRT2 and David methods generally achieve the smallest maximum 
Pa's at p^. The LRT2 method is recommended in all cases except when simultaneously 
B is '^small", p" is "large" and ^ is "large." In this situation the David method yields 
smaller maximum Pa's at p^. In all other situations tested, the LRT2 method performs 
at least as well and often is substcintially better. 
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Figure 4.5 Acceptance regions for the four methods with n = 30, Q = .10. 
p° = .05, B = I, and ^ = 2 in (V', 5) space. 
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Figure 4.6 .Acceptance regions for the four methods with n = 30, a = .10, 
p" = .05. B = I, eind ^ = 4 in (V', S) space. 
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Figure 4.7 Acceptance regions for the four methods with n = 30. a = .10. 
p° — .05, B = 5, and ^ = 2 in (K, S) space. 
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Figure 4.8 Acceptance regions for the four methods with n 
p" = .05. B = 0. and ^ = 4 in (V'. S) space. 
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5 METHODS FOR THE CASE WHERE 7 IS UNKNOWN 
In Chapters 1 to 4, one-sided variables acceptance sampling methods were examined 
where observations included measurement error and the measurement error variance. 7 ,  
was known. A natural extension is to look at what can be done when 7 is unknown-
Two different approaches will be presented for handling the unknown 7 situation: 
1. an independent estimate of gamma is provided (call it 5e), or 
2. m independent measurements are taken on each of the n items in the sample. 
The two approaches will be referred to as "Case 1" ajid "Case 2,~ respectively. 
For each of the two cases, variations on both the MLE ajid David methods of chapter 3 
will be compared. Software has not yet been developed to hajidle the analogs of the LRT 
methods for these cases, so they will not be included in the comparisons. However, we 
wiU discuss in general terms how development of the LRT methods would proceed. 
5.1 Case 1: Independent estimate of 7 
In this situation an independent estimate of 7  is provided. This estimate will be 
denoted by 5e, and is assumed to follow a multiple of a ^^-distribution with i/g 
degrees of freedom. (This assumption is consistent with obtaining Se by finding the 
standard deviation of i/g + 1 independent measurements on a single item not from the 
current lot.) 
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5.1.1 David method 
The David method accepts a lot if 
SY 
The values of u and k are chosen to guarantee that min Pa = I — a (over all (^, a-) 
giving p = p") and that for some choice of p = the maximum Pa (over all (^.<T) 
giving p = p^) is minimized. This method will be called the David method because of 
the similcirity of its acceptance criteria to that in Chapter 3. It should be pointed out. 
however, that this method is not investigated in David, Fay and Walsh (1959). 
5.1.2 MLE method 
The MLE method used in this case is very similar to what was developed in Chapter 3. 
It computes the maximum likelihood estimators of fi, <T,and 7 which are 
^ = y. 
^2 = 0 and 72 = if 52 > 2=152 
and 
5-2 = "^52 _ 52 72 = 52 if 5^<ii^5?-. 
Using these maximum likelihood estimators, 
p = Pr (X < L) 
is found and a lot of product is accepted if 
P < P c ,  
where pc is chosen to guarajitee that min Pa = 1 — Q (minimizing over all giving 
P  =  P ° ) -
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5.1.3 A preliminary comparison of the David and MLE methods 
To briefly compare these two methods, Figures 5.1 to 5.8 were created. Each plot was 
created to give min Pa = -90 (a = .10) when p = p" and to minimize the maximum Pa 
at p^ = 2p°. More specifically, a plan was developed for each method for the 8 factorial 
combinations of: 
1. n = 10, 30 
2. i/e = 5, 25 
3. 5 = 1, 5 (fi is the lower bound on 
for a variety of choices of p". The minimum maximiun Pa at p^ = 2p° was then plotted 
against the corresponding value of p". 
It is evident from these plots that the David method is superior to the MLE method. 
For all of the cases where B = 1, the David method consistently produced a smaller 
minimum, maximum Pa at p^. For the cases where B = 5, the performances of the 
two methods were virtually identical. This implies that when ^ is small (near 1. for 
instance), the MLE method gives a substantially larger minimum majcimum Pa at p^ 
than the David method. When B is increased, these czises are eliminated and the two 
methods give similar results. 
Also, it appears that increasing t/g has little effect on reducing the maximum Pa at 
p^ for either method. Real reductions only occur when n is increased. 
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5.2 Case 2: m indepedent measurements on each item 
In this situation, m independent meastirements are taken on each of the n items in 
the sample from the lot of interest. Let Yij represent the jth. measurement on the ith 
item, YI- be the average of the m measurements on the ith item, and Y'.. be the grand 
mean of zdl mn measurements. We can compute 
MST = 
and 
MSE =  
n(m—I) 
where MST is an unbiased estimator of m<r^ + 7^ and MSE is an unbiased estimator 
of 7^. Furthermore, given our assumptions in Chapter 1 about the distribution of Y' 
and e, it follows that MST is distributed as a multiple of a x^-random variable with 
n — 1 degrees of freedom, MSE is distributed as a multiple of a x^-random variable with 
n(m — L) degrees of freedom, amd MST and MSE are independent. Hence, acceptance 
sampling plans as fimctions of MST and MSE can be developed and compared with 
relative ease. 
5.2.1 Davidl method 
The Davidl method as described in David, Fay and Walsh (1959) averages the m 
measurements on each unit and then uses these n item averages to accept a lot of 
where Sf is the standard deviation of the n item averages. This reduces the vEiriance 
of the n observations used in the decision rule observation from + 7^ to , 
' 771 ' 
lessening the magnitude of the measurement error. Note that this decision rule can also 
be written in terms of MST in that a lot is accepted if 
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The value of k  is selected to guarantee min Pa  = I—c t  (minimizing over all { f i .  a )  giving 
? = ?")-
5.2.2 David2 method 
The David2 method is a natural extension of the Davidl method and the natural 
analog of the David method proposed for Case 1 in Section 5.1.1. One drawback of the 
Davidl method is that although m measurements are taken on each item, it is only the 
i t em ave rages  t ha t  a r e  used  in  t he  dec i s ion  ru l e .  The  Dav id2  me thod  inco rpora t e s  MSE 
into the decision rule and accepts a lot if 
UVMWE)  ^  , 
y/WWr 
The Davidl method is the special case of the David2 method with t/ = 0. Therefore, 
in examining the methods of this section, the Davidl method will not be separately 
considered. 
The values of u and k axe chosen to guarantee that min Pa = 1 — Q (minimizing 
over aU (/x, <t) giving p = p") and that for some choice of p = p^, the maximum Pa is 
min imized  ove r  a l l  { / x ,  < t )  g iv ing  p  =  p^ .  
5.2.3 MLE method 
The MLE method finds the maximum likelihood estimators of fx, (T,and 7 which are 
= v:.. 
and 
5-2=0 and 7^ = n^m-l}MSE+^n-l)MST ^ 
' TTITI n ' 
0-2 = - MSE and 7^ = MSE if MSE <  ^ MST .  
n ' — n • 
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as described in. Searle, Casella, and McCulloch (1992). Using these maximum likelihood 
estimators, 
p = PT (X < L) 
is found and a lot of product is accepted if 
P < P c ,  
where pc is chosen to guarantee that minPa = 1 — a (minimizing over all {fx.cr) giving 
p = p°). 
5.2.4 A preliminary comparison of the David2 and MLE methods 
To compare the David2 and MLE methods in this situation. Figures 5.9 to 5.7 were 
created. As before, each plot was created to give minPa = -90 (Q = .10) when p = p° 
and to minimize the majcimimi Pa at p^ = 2p°. A plan was developed for each method 
for the 8 factorial combinations of: 
1. n = 10, 30 
2. m = 3, 5 
3. B = 1, 5 (.fl is the lower bound on ^) 
for a variety of choices of p°. The minimum maximum Pa at p^ = 2p° was then plotted 
against the corresponding value of p". 
The methods give very similar results for the most part. The MLE method does 
appear to give slightly smaller maximum at p^ for small values of p" in certain 
cases, however these differences are not drastic. Increasing from m = 3 to m = 5 did 
not give significant reductions in maximum Pa's at p'; increasing the number of items 
sampled, n, did decreaise these values. 
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5.3 LRT methods in the 7 unknown case 
Given the success of the LRT methods in the case where 7 is known, we can feel 
optimistic that they will perform well when 7 is unknown. However, the computational 
complexity involved in implementing LRT methods is a problem. In the 7 known case of 
Chapter 2, the most computationally intensive part of the development of the methods is 
the repetitive calculation of the denominator of Ap/ in the search for the acceptance region 
boundary in {Y, 5)-space. With 7 unknown, the sezirch for the boundary takes place 
in (K., 5^, 5g )-space and (Y..,MST,MSE)-spa.ce for Cases 1 and 2, respectively. This 
means there is an added dimension to search for the restricted maximizer appearing 
in Ap». In the 7 known case, the 2-dimensional search in (V'. 5)-space was reduced 
to a 1-dimensional search (see again in Section 2.4). It appears that the search in 
{Y... S^. )-space and (K., MST, MSE)-spa.ce can be reduced to 2 dimensions, but it is 
not clear whether further reductions can be achieved. If an efficient method for finding 
the denominator of Ap/ can be found, then the acceptance region will be obtainable and 
the LRT methods will be easily implemented. 
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6 SUMMARY 
In one-sided variables acceptance sampling with observations contciining measure­
ment error and the error variance known, reasonable comparisons among different meth­
ods can be made only if a lower bound is placed on the ratio, This eliminates the 
extreme Pa's that occur when o*, the process standard deviation, is significantly smaller 
than 7, the measurement standard deviation. In other words, the extreme situation 
where most of the variation in the observations is due to measurement error is not 
considered. 
In comparing the four methods for the 7 known situation: David, MLE, LRTl and 
LR T 2  o v e r  a  r a n g e  o f  s a m p l e  s i z e s  ( n ) ,  p r o d u c e r ' s  r i s k s  ( a ) ,  l o w e r  b o u n d s  f o r  ^  { B )  
and ratios the LRT2 method generally gives the best maximum Pa at p^. Only 
when the lower bound on ^ is small and the difference between p" and is large in 
magnitude, the David method is the better choice. The MLE tmd the LRTl methods 
are not recommended. 
The bottom line is that the user needs to provide two things: 
1. a reasonable lower bound for the ratio of the process variation to the measurement 
variation, -, 
2. the reference values p° and . 
In the case where 7  is unknown, it appears that the David method is superior to 
the MLE method for Case 1. In Case 2, it is not evident which method is better. .A.n 
LRT method may provide substantial improvements in both Case I and 2. but software 
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must still be developed to handle the required LRT computations in order to make the 
comparison. Given the performance of LRT methods when 7 is known, we can feel 
optimistic that these methods will also give improvements when 7 is unknown. 
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APPENDIX A HEURISTIC DISCUSSION OF THE 
LINEARITY OF THE LRT ACCEPTANCE REGION 
BOUNDARY FOR LARGE VALUES OF S 
The purpose of this section is to show the near linearity of the acceptance region 
boundary for large values of for the LRTl and LRT2 methods. 
To begin with, note that: 
^ niaxv(;x,ffjvf)6n I ^ 
L{fi,o'\f | V,5) 
(27r)-fa-A"exp(-f) 
(27r)-2a-^"exp(-2^[(n - 1)52 + n(r -/i)^]) 
where 
=V¥^. 
aXI = value of (Tm maximizing the loglikelihood in no(p')» and 
A = -^ . 
Setting the right hand side of (A.l) equal to fc > 1, we get 
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4 ^ = Kij)" 
=• -*(f-£-V»r^2,.y = -l|n*-2ln(ii^)-l + ^ 
=* (4-^='^^)' = i'-* + 2ln(i^)-(i^)%l (A.2) 
Now, k > I requires that {V,a^M) is outside ilo{p'). Further, axr is clearly a function 
of {Y,&m) on the complement of no(p')- This equality (A.2) implicitly defines V' as 
a fimction of o-m- SO in turn, (A.2) defines &\f as a function of &xi only. Numerical 
investigation of a number of cases has convinced us that as ffxr —y oo, 
^ ^ 
some constant. (This depicted graphically in Figure A.l for the case where n = 30, 
p' = .05 and = 5.) This in turn implies that the right hand side of (A.2) goes to a 
constant, call it ci- Since as d-\r gets large, o-m also gets large, 
T > ^p' 
It follows that for large under restriction (A.2), 
»^(Z,.±v/cD 
Hence, on the boundary of the acceptance region is approximately a linear function 
of a\i as a^\i oc. 
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Figure A.l Plot of the ratio as gets large. 
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APPENDIX B MULTIPLE MEASUREMENTS ON A 
SINGLE UNIT 
David, Fay and Walsh (1959) allow for m independent measurements to be taken 
on a single unit. The average for item i, ¥{., then has the same expected value as a 
single measiurement, but its variance is <t^ + It is clear that the analyses provided 
in this dissertation carry over to the multiple measuremetns situation by simply czJling 
2 
^ the measurement variance and reinterpreting a lower bound ^ > B as a lower bound 
^  > ByM.  
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